COLLEGE-WISE RESULT STATEMENT FOR B.Com. (Second Semester) April-2012

COLLEGE NAME : AIMS COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY

APPEARED : 33
PASS : 9 (PASS % = 27)
NOT CLEARED : 24

COLLEGE NAME : S.G.M ENGLISH MEDIUM COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT

APPEARED : 115
PASS : 74 (PASS % = 64)
NOT CLEARED : 41

COLLEGE NAME : ANAND COMMERCE COLLEGE

APPEARED : 465
PASS : 181 (PASS % = 39)
NOT CLEARED : 284

COLLEGE NAME : B.J. VANIJYA MAHAVIDYALAYA

APPEARED : 550
PASS : 200 (PASS % = 36)
NOT CLEARED : 350

COLLEGE NAME : SHRI V.Z.PATEL COMMERCE COLLEGE

APPEARED : 271
PASS : 49 (PASS % = 18)
NOT CLEARED : 222
COLLEGE WISE RESULT STATEMENT FOR B.Com. (Second Semester) April-2012

COLLEGE NAME: C Z PATEL COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
APPEARED: 60
PASS: 43 (PASS % = 72)
NOT CLEARED: 17

COLLEGE NAME: ANAND INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS STUDIES
APPEARED: 107
PASS: 25 (PASS % = 23)
NOT CLEARED: 82

COLLEGE NAME: SHIVAM INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, COMMERCE & COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED: 7
PASS: 1 (PASS % = 14)
NOT CLEARED: 6

COLLEGE NAME: A.M. COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, MANAGEMENT & COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED: 82
PASS: 14 (PASS % = 17)
NOT CLEARED: 68

COLLEGE NAME: TARKESH & NIRANJANA SURESBHAI PATEL COMMERCE COLLEGE
APPEARED: 64
PASS: 1 (PASS % = 2)
NOT CLEARED: 63
COLLEGE-WISE RESULT STATEMENT FOR B.Com. (Second Semester) April-2012

COLLEGE NAME: PIONEER ARTS & COMMERCE COLLEGE, ANAND
APPEARED: 20
PASS: 3 (PASS % = 15)
NOT CLEARED: 17

COLLEGE NAME: C.P.PATEL & F.H.SHAH COMMERCE COLLEGE
APPEARED: 308
PASS: 88 (PASS % = 29)
NOT CLEARED: 220

COLLEGE NAME: K.S.COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED: 3
PASS: 0 (PASS % = 0)
NOT CLEARED: 3